
LUNA: Localizing Unfamiliarity Near Acquaintance for Open-set Long-Tailed Recognition 

Introduction
Ø No authentic collected open long-tailed 

dataset to evaluate the OLTR methodology.
Ø Most open-set methods decouples the open 

set challenges with long-tailed distribution. 
Ø Most long-tail recognition methods ignore 

the open set issues. 
Ø Our Goal is to answer:
(1) Whether the input is novel; 
(2) If no, which class it is; if yes, what is the 

novelty level of the new class concerning 
the pretrained acquaintance classes. 

Ø Our Achievements are:
(1) The first natural OLTR dataset in a fine-

grained domain: we collect a new well-
annotated real Marine Species open long-
tailed (MS-LT) dataset. 

(2) A distribution-aware loss: It centralizes 
the deep features of the head classes, 
while preserving the classification accuracy 
of the tails, resulting in more distinctive 
features. 

(3) A quantitative measurements of novelty 
under the long-tailed distribution. 

(4) LUNA significantly outperforms the sota
methods by 4-6% on the closed set and in 
average 4% improvement of the F-measure 
under the open-set setting.

The Proposed Method Results

Ø Weighted Center Loss
• Distribution-aware weights are applied on each class separately for 

accurate long-tailed recognition and clustering.
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Ø LUNA Factor
• Inside each cluster, the points are classified into core and 

boundary points by its sub local reachability density (𝑫)
• Define the second boundary points as the points which belong 

to other clusters but regard this cluster as their second-best 
choice by the distance to its center point. 
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Ø Marine Species Dataset

Many Medium Few Open
Sand Sole Deep Sea Sole

Chum Salmon Coho Salmon

Inter-class similarity
Big Skate

Back and belly Resolution, brightness

Intra-class difference

Frequency distribution of the Marine Species (MS) –LT Dataset


